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How We Learn…
and How We Don’t

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This talk is about learning, not about teaching. The reason that Professor Duke differentiates between those two things is that most discussions about refining curricula schools focus much more on the teaching part than on the learning part.  Duke’s research is focused on how learners think, how they're changing how they're thinking changes over time, and what conditions are required for them to develop a deep understanding of the subjects that they are studying.  Obviously, his title implies that generally students don't learn what we think we teach.  



•Do we need to know this?

•Will this be on the test?

•What do I need to do to make an A?

•How long does this paper have to be?

•I wasn’t here on Wednesday. 

•Did I miss anything?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 This is a slide of Duke’s least favorite questions to hear from students in an undergraduate class. The suggestions is that we teach students to ask questions like that; that asking these questions is not a genetic predisposition.  Students learn to ask questions like that because it's adaptive, and one of the reasons for that is how we evaluate what we’ve taught them.  Students are riveted on how they are evaluated.  They are very concerned about what constitutes a grade for them. What kinds of things will they need to demonstrate, what will they need to show to generate a grade?  It's understandable that students would have that focus because grades a matter for many things in their lives: whether they get financial assistance, whether they get in to graduate school.  There are lots of things that grades influence, but, if that's true, and if that's even not a malleable aspect of their thinking, the advantage that all of us have is to organize what we do with students in a way that the things that they do to produce a grade are the things that we are convinced are the most meaningful and substantive and important aspects of the discipline. Duke uses the example of the colleague who is asked whether, if another colleague who didn't know them could only see the examinations that they gave in their classes, that person would understand what they think is the most important aspects of the discipline that they're teaching in that class?  If the stuff you get credit for is the stuff that's much less than what most of us would say is most important of our disciplines, how do students come to believe that that's the most important stuff that you should be studying? Take, "How long does this paper need to be?"   Which means "Dr. Jones, how short could I possibly make this paper and still get the grade that I'd like to get in this class?"  All of this is predicated on an adaptive way of thinking and building efficiency into my learning.  We reinforce this by not asking ourselves the question, "When students leave our class at the end of this semester, what will they be like?  What will they think like?  How will they confront new problems that they encounter? How will they deal with things that they don't understand?  Do they have strategies to deal with that?" Every discipline is built on a very small number of very fundamental ideas. A novice’s perceptions of an expert are based on the idea that experts know so much stuff, and when they go to that class and get a degree of that nature, their goal is to know a lot of that stuff too.  The difference between experts and novices isn't that experts have developed a larger memory capacity but that information is organized differently; around the basic ideas.  Usually experts start with all the things that we think have got to go first before you could possibly do anything interesting, and that's what we teach in Whatever 101 for non-majors.  And all of us have had experiences like that in our past educational history.  Duke’s most vivid memory of that was in seventh grade geography class, the worst education experience he says he has ever had in his life, so much so that he thought interesting people could never major in geography in college.  He didn't know anything interesting about geography because what he learned in school were the principal exports of Chile, the altitude of Everest, and how many cattle there were on the cattle farms in Florida and that was geography. Geographers don’t think about geography that way, but somebody made the decision when they wrote the geography book that the interesting things that geographers think about are not things that novices are ready for. Duke hopes to convince you that Whatever 101 is not a necessary course; that it is possible to actually get in the very early stages of the of the instruction to experience what it's like to think like an expert.



•Attentive
• Diligent
• Inquisitive
• Skillful
• Persistent
• Patient
• Thoughtful
• Meticulous
• Discriminating

A Vision of Students as 
Accomplished Learners

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A bunch of words that describe Duke’s favorite students.  He rejects out of hand that learners come from a factory like that.  People learn to be meticulous or they don't, and they learn to be thoughtful about what they're doing or they don't.  If you were to follow a typical student around through different classes, you would see that student exhibit different levels of all those variables depending on whose room they were in at the time.  In some classes they are attentive, in some they nod off. There are some other variables that are producing behavior.



Fundamental Skills of 
Effective Teaching

• Knowledge of Subject Matter
• Learning Environment
• Instructional Goals
• Sequence of Instruction
• Assessment 
• Feedback

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When teachers get evaluated, in nearly every state this is the list of what they get evaluated on.  Which of those six things do you think gets the least attention when teachers get evaluated? 



• Knowledge of Subject Matter
• Learning Environment
• Instructional Goals
• Sequence of Instruction
• Assessment 
• Feedback

Fundamental Skills of 
Effective Teaching

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The answer is the first one.  Someone said, You have a degree in math? Ok, check, let's go look at your learning environment.  Horrifyingly, it’s possible to get an undergraduate degree in something and not really understand it. It's possible to pass all your exams, to write all your papers, and do everything that you are supposed to do, make A's and really not understand a subject.  When Duke first started working with people who were preparing to be teachers, not just in music but in other disciplines as well,  the teachers he was working with weren't clear about what was important to be teaching in the first place.  It wasn't a delivery problem, it wasn't a communication problem, it was a problem in the way they themselves organized the subject that they were teaching.  What were really the fundamental underlying principles of the discipline that were most important to convey to learners?



• From outside your expertise

• Fundamental structure of the 
subject

•Broad underlying principles that 
are

•... intellectually interesting and

•... functionally valuable

Knowledge of
Subject Matter

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to teach anything effectively, you have to be able imagine your subject matter from outside your expertise.  One of the things that makes it difficult to teach something you know really well is that it is hard to remember what it was like before you knew it really well, like teaching teenagers to drive a car.  They might wonder when starting the car, How do you know when to let go of the key?  For most of you, you're thinking, "well, when it's time". But if you don't know when to let go of the key, and you're trying to convey that somebody else, that's not very helpful.  Early computer manuals read things like “step one: Boot the system”.  You’re thinking, it's in the box, and I’ve got this floppy disk and there's a notch on it and where does that go? What well meaning human being would write as step one boot the system?  You know what the answer is: somebody who spends every day with a computer.  That's their first conscious thought. When you sort of think about your subject matter from that perspective, what we think we need to be spending time on with students changes.  The phrases that he uses to describe the principles that we need to teach are the underlying principles that are both (a) intellectually interesting and (b) functionally valuable (something you can think with).  There are ideas that allow you to understand other things that someone's not talking about explicitly.  



• Knowledge of Subject 
Matter

• Learning Environment
• Instructional Goals
• Sequence of Instruction
• Assessment 
• Feedback

Fundamental Skills of 
Effective Teaching

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, these six things aren’t really six different things….



• Knowledge of Subject 
Matter

• Learning Environment
• Instructional Goals
• Sequence of Instruction
• Assessment 
• Feedback

Fundamental Skills of 
Effective Teaching

Presenter
Presentation Notes
… because three of these things are one idea. That knowledge of subject matter, goals for instruction, and the assessment that allows you to determine whether students have actually learned what you think you taught them are actually one thing, and all those things are defined by the assessment. Now, one of the reasons that students often find themselves riveted on trivia because that's associated with their grade is that the assessment drives them to think that. Anyone who has ever written an exam, or read an essay or a paper know that what most students are most comfortable about are assessments that are the least ambiguous. But, the least ambiguous things about the subject are also the least interesting and they are also the least important. 



Learners construct 
knowledge

Tests teach

Two Central Ideas

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Learners construct knowledge: you don't give knowledge to people. People create knowledge by the way they think and use the information that they encounter. For instance, memories are faulty in jury trials because we bring lots of things that we know into any situation.Secondly, we typically think about assessments in education as a separate entity. We teach and present information, we have students interact, and then we give them a test. What I like to ask you to think about today is to blur that distinction between the teaching part and the evaluation part. The evaluation part, the assessment part, is actually all part of one experience that deals with involvement of how students think. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s some data: this is a one semester learning curve where a typical undergraduate at UT Austin. Amount learned is on the y-axis and time is going across the axis. Obviously you see there are midterm exams and final exams. There are a lot of things wrong with that as a model for learning. One of them is, is when you are here and it is 2 o'clock in the morning and you have 3 more chapters to read and the test is at 8 and you are out of coffee...you're trying to get through this thing and you're reading the book. You come to the part in the chapter that says “for further interest turn to appendix D”. You don't think to yourself "let me take a moment and see what is in appendix D." You are not going to do that.The other thing that is problematic about it is that there is very little opportunity to practice what you know. Typically, we think about practice as something that has to deal with motor skills and procedural skills. Intellectual skills also need to be practiced. All of us who are good scientists, who are good writers, and who are good thinkers are so because we practice habits of thought that it becomes our way of dealing with problems, our way of generating new ways, our ways of posing questions. Those habits have been practiced in us in the same way that we can teach students to practice them if we set up what we are doing in class in way that allows that to happen. 



Data from new york 
times, 8th grade 

students?



What we thought 
we taught...

From Minds of Our Own, Annenberg Media, Produced 
by the

Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a series of films put together by the Annenberg Corporation, you can stream them online.  The clip is called "Minds of Their Own”, and is about learning in mathematics and science.  



So what’s to know?

 

3
4

÷
1
2

= x

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tests, however we conceive of them, ought to embody what all of us consider most meaningful or important. Duke asks the audience to “think for a moment in your head and solve for x and I'll ask for volunteers in just a minute”. Nobody answers, and for the same reason students don’t volunteer – if they are wrong, they would beat themselves up about it. It illustrates that over the time span people are in school, we teach that error has much more weight than it should. It warns us away from risk.



 

3
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×
2
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= x

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You invert the divisor,



 

6
4

= x

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Get 6/4,



 

11
2

= x

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Which is this. 



So what’s to know?

 

3
4

÷
1
2

= x

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But why do you invert the divisor? At some point someone explained the rationale, but it wasn’t part of your thinking. And that’s because it doesn’t have to be; you memorized the rule without understanding it, because to do it over and over again is a very effective way of getting people to do well on a test. 



So what’s to know?

 

s =
(Xi − X)2

i=1

N

∑
N −1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s less helpful when presented with a problem like this.



Clear explanations, 
hands-on activity, yet...

From Minds of Our Own, Annenberg Media, Produced 
by the

Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a series of films put together by the Annenberg Corporation, you can stream them online.  The clip is called "Minds of Their Own, and is about learning in mathematics and science.  What the film attempts to illustrate is how it's possible to go through a course of study, understand everything that is asked of you, because what is asked of you is asked in a way that you are explicitly taught to answer.  And then when asked to do things is ways that were not explicitly taught, you go back to your old way of thinking.  This particular this is a wonderful interview with a high school physics teacher who was doing a unit on electricity.  (5 minute video plays)  Now, I have to emphasize that that's one of the brighter students in the class.  This isn't a student who's in the weeds, this is a student who makes A's on all the tests.  Now, the point of that movie is not that anything was explained badly, in fact everything was explained very well.  What wasn't practiced was using the information that was presented in ways that hadn't been explicitly taught.  



Understanding how 
and why things 

change is the heart of 
science.

Continua are interesting. Dichotomies rarely are.



Interesting or Not?
• Not

• Labels

• Recipes

• Algorithms

• What...

Interesting

•Exploration

•Experimentation

•Explanation

•How and Why...

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In talking to doctoral students working in K-12 schools, Duke was trying to find a succinct way for them to have a criterion that they would determine whether or not what they were teaching that day actually was interesting. One thing he came up with was that if they were teaching something that has to do with change it's probably interesting; if they’re teaching something static, it's probably not. I.e., if you're looking at an example of some phenomenon and you learn a label for it, it's not an interesting thing. If you're learning what happens, if you change the variable to some other variables that are in a system that might be an interesting thing. One example: one of the fellows in this group was teaching a lesson on friction that she had planned in collaboration with her teacher. Somewhere along the way somebody told these people they need to have an interesting question in the beginning of the lecture to engage the students. So this student asked the class of seventh graders she was working with, "Ok, if you have a heavy block of concrete and you had to push it for fifty yards, would you rather push it across an ice skating rink or a football field?" Of course, they are in seventh grade and they are smart so they said well an ice skating rink. They already know that. She was upset to begin with and surprised that they would figure that out so quickly. The friction lesson involved sliding heavy metal washers down 50 cm ramps which were wood one side and foam on the another to discover that it goes slower on the foam than the wood. You can make that question interesting: what happens to the relative speeds on the sides of the ramps when you change the angle of the ramp? Now you've got something to take measurements on  that might actually be interesting. Her next lesson started with a vocabulary sheet that had definitions of terms of plant parts. All her questions had to deal with static things. What's the pistil? What does it look like? BORING.Alternatively: What if you were to ask the question, “Why would a plant spend all the energy required to make a flower? Why would a plant do that? If a plant has both male and female parts, why does it need another plant? What's that about?” Now suddenly you are talking about change, evolution, adaptation, the animals that pollinate plants. Suddenly, it's an entirely different discussion. Granted, you do need to know terms to talk about those things but you do not need to know them first. And that is the question: what's the sequence in which you have to learn the stuff before you can get to what is really interesting about this subject?



Romance

Generalization

Precision

The Rhythm of 
Education— A. N. Whitehead —

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alfred North Whitehead characterized the stages that learners progress through in a way that I think is useful. We have to remember that stages do not progress in a way that one must stop before the next one can start; but, he started with the idea that any motivation for learning starts with a stage that he calls romance. My term for his operational definition of romance is unrealistically highly positive. 



The Rhythm of 
Education

— A. N. Whitehead —

Romance

Generalization
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Whitehead described the second stage as one of precision.  A visual metaphor is of this open pipe that’s really spacious that then narrows. But the precision title is apt because this is what you have to do things effectively and precisely and clearly, and you have to know some stuff and you have to be able to execute things.   And this is where everyone changes their major.  



How difficult can we 
make this?
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The Good Stuff

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We structure learning, instead, so that there is a lot of boring stuff to punch through before get to the interesting stuff. The first thing that happens is you’re in a major and what we have to do first is learn the prerequisites of that major. After you’ve mastered that first level of prerequisites, they have prepared you for the next level of prerequisites.  This goes on for a while until you get to what Duke affectionately calls “The Good Stuff” in the subject matter.  The question he asks everyone to think about who is imagining redesigning a course or a curriculum is, how long does it take to get to “The Good Stuff”?  The answer, inevitably, is not nearly as long as we make it out to be. 



How difficult can we 
make this?
The Good Stuff

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, how do you organize learning in such a way that gets people attentive to that from the very beginning?  What are the underlying principles of the discipline?  What is it that makes this what it is?  What’s most important, the thing that overarches out over the whole discipline, whatever subject we are teaching?  Can we introduce that effectively at the earliest stages of a student’s experience with whatever we happen to be teaching?  The answer is always yes.



Romance

Generalization

Precision

The Rhythm of 
Education— A. N. Whitehead —

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rather than having all of those prerequisites have to be mastered a priori, now, what we can do is start with the good stuff.  Then we will elaborate those very fundamental ideas with more and more exemplars, more and more complicated problems, all centered on these fundamental ideas that are part of the discipline. 



Every Day, 
the Good Stuff

Romance

Generalization

Generalization

Generalization

Generalization

Generalization

Generalization

Generalization

Precision

Precision

Precision

Precision

Precision

Precision

Precision

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 [Duke relates a personal story] “When I was a kid, 16 years old, I can’t believe how happy I was when I learned that there were parents in the neighborhood that were willing to pay me money to teach their kids to play the drums.  I had my own drum set, I could teach others to play, and I could earn money for my car, so I started teaching lessons.  I had no lessons in pedagogy, I just knew that if I wanted to learn the drums, what I wanted to do was be able to sit at a drum set and play.  I don’t know how many of you have studied music, or have seen percussionists practicing on those little rubber pads that aren’t annoying to other people, but those are musically unsatisfying for those who are playing on them.  So I decided I wouldn’t make my students learn on those first.  I sat my students down at my drum set with their right foot on the bass pedal and say, “What you do now is hit the bass drum repeatedly so that it so that every stroke sounds just alike.”  So they would sit there and thump, thump, thump.  Now, it takes two or three minutes for a person to get a steady rhythm, and really do it evenly and consistently.  So then I say, “Your left foot is on the high hat”, that’s the two cymbals to close together.  And I’d have my students push that pedal very quick to get a ch, ch, ch sound.  It would take them three or four minutes to do that.  Then I’d have them alternate between the bass and the high hat.  This is important because when they put the right and left foot together in this alternation, the bass gets uneven and the high hat gets uneven and it takes me a while to get them back where they were when they were playing them separately.  What I’m trying to implement is the value of evenness and consistency because that’s what beautiful music is made of.  I didn’t talk about that, I didn’t lecture about that, that’s just the underlying idea.  So now, about five or six minutes into the lesson, they’re going, thump ch, thump ch, and I put a snare stick in their right hand and tell them to hit the cymbal every time their right foot hits the bass drum.  What happens is that the bass and the high hat get uneven again, and we spend time getting it all back together again.  Then I put a stick in their left hand and tell them to hit the snare when they hit the left foot pedal.  And again, when they are thinking about something new, it gets uneven and we have to bring it all back together again.  After the kid gets that mastered, I’m behind them with a tom-tom and I start to play a solo on it while they are playing the beat on the snare, bass, cymbal, and high hat.  And their thinking, “Whoa, I’m playing the drums!”  Some might say that that kid is really not doing anything, that I’m actually making the music.  But I couldn’t disagree more.  What that kid is doing isn’t nothing.   They can make all those sounds happen evenly, with me, and in a coordinated way.  They are engaged in an honest-to-God music making experience, and the lesson is only eleven minutes old.  That is a very simple task, but in that task, I am able to convey all the things that are important about making music.  Those things will come up again and again because those are the things that define music making.  That happens first, so now we just keep learning more and more complicated things that reinforce those basic ideas.  If we ask about this idea, and keep this metaphor in mind, what we’re really taking about is starting with that romance frequently and having those generalizations happening everyday.  So people become inured to enduring more and more difficult precision stages if they have the good experience of lots of generalizations.  They are able to work on a study that lasts for weeks because in the past, they’ve discovered that their hard work has produced positive results.  If you have students who have little or no experience with that, it’s not surprising that they would have little inspiration to be tenacious in their studies.  It would be an adaptive response not to be tenacious. “



• Determine what’s most important and far-
reaching

• Teach what you like and care about

• Write the assessments first

• Provide opportunities for varied practice

• Each step, an approximation of the end goal

• Recognize a continuum of correctness

• Expect high standards of quality throughout

Teaching a Class that 
Changes Thinking

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How you set up students to create this kind of learning? It changes what the emphasis is on the subject matter in order to think effectively to either solve problems or pose interesting questions or create new things. It is an entirely different way of thinking about the discipline. This is really hard to do on the part of the teacher. This is harder than giving a lecture and grading tests. It takes more time and it is more effortful. I can certainly understand that many people who are busy, who have a lot of stuff on their plates, decide that they have the lectures down cold and know what they want the tests to test. Why would you mess with that? The question is, what’s your independent measure for students really have learned what you think is most important about your subject matter? Because that, I would argue, should be the guiding decision making principle whether we are going to spend time on this or not.Here is the list of things you have to do to teach a class that changes thinking. The first thing is to define for yourself not only what is most important but also what is most far reaching as far as thinking about the subject matter. The second is often an important one that is overlooked:Teach what you like.  Dogs can smell fear, students can smell boredom. So the idea that somehow you are going to drag these students kicking and screaming through something you can’t even get excited about is pointless. Teach what is interesting to you. 



• Determine what’s most important and far-
reaching

• Teach what you like

•Write the assessments first
• Provide opportunities for varied practice

• Each step, an approximation of the end goal

• Recognize a continuum of correctness

• Expect high standards of quality throughout

Teaching a Class that 
Changes Thinking

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lastly, write the assessments first. Write how you are going to know at the end of the course that students have learned what you think is important for them to learn.   Teaching for the test is only a bad thing if the test is a dumb test. If the test really embodies what is most meaningful and important about the subject matter, then we would all be practicing the test everyday because the test is what is most meaningful and important about the subject matter. Provide opportunities for varied practice. Each step that people do is an approximation of the end goal. Finally, recognize a continuum of correctness. Students unfortunately think that there are right answers and everything else. That is a bad way to think of anything because there are all kinds of reasonably wrong answers that are important enough to be entertained and thought about. Finally, expect high standards of quality throughout. Typically, what’s determined when we measure student’s ability to do something is how hard the tasks are that we ask them to do. Someone who has learned more does harder things but does not necessarily those harder things better than someone who does less difficult things. For example, in music schools around the country, it is more valued to play really demanding repertoire not quite great than to play under demanding repertoire beautifully. Nobody would pay $45 for a concert ticket and hear somebody step all over themselves in first half and go out into intermission and tell their friends “Man, that guy sure did miss a lot of notes but wow that music is hard!” That is not valued anywhere except in school. Likewise, knowing a lot about a lot of stuff that you really understand in a fragile way is not inherently better than understanding a few things that you know about really deeply. That is the thought I would like to leave you with. 



Learners construct 
knowledge

Tests teach

Two Central Ideas



Valuable online resources From the Society for Neuroscience
Neurosciences Education Resources Virtual Encycloportal 

http://www.ndgo.net/sfn/nerve/



From the Canadian Institute for Neurosciences,  Mental Health and Addiction 
and the Canadian Institutes of Health Research

The Brain from Top to Bottom
http://thebrain.mcgill.ca/flash/index_a.html



Dr. Bob Duke
A former studio musician and public school music teacher, Dr. 
Duke directs an active research program in motor skill learning 
and procedural memory at UT. He has also has worked closely 
with children at-risk, both in the public schools and through the 
juvenile court system. He lectures frequently on the topics of 
human learning, systematic observation and evaluation, and
behavior management, presenting workshops and teaching 
demonstrations throughout North America. Dr. Duke is the 
Marlene and Morton Meyerson Centennial Professor in Music 
and Human Learning, University Distinguished Teaching 
Professor, Elizabeth Shatto Massey Distinguished Fellow in 
Teacher Education, and Director of the Center for Music 
Learning at the University of Texas at Austin.
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